
 

 

Homicide and Violent Crime Appropriation Fact Sheet 
IOWA’S INVESTMENT IN HOMICIDE AND VIOLENT CRIME SERVICES TO 
SURVIVORS 

● Currently the State of Iowa appropriates $5 million dollars to services for survivors of 
Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault  

● The State of Iowa appropriates ZERO dollars to services for survivors of homicide 
and violent crime.  

● Federal Victim services funds have sustained a drastic cut. Without these funds the 
few federally funded services that are in place in Iowa, are in danger of disappearing 
placing further burden on communities to absorb this work and further burden on 
survivors of homicide and violent crime to navigate the complications and trauma of 
victimization alone. 

● The very nature of victims services funds exists to address inadequate services and 
systemic injustices experienced by victims. Survivors deserve services that have been 
proven to be effective in restoring the wholeness of individuals and communities.  

● Homicide and violent crime disproportionately affects the Black community. ⅓ of 
homicide victims in the State of Iowa are Black. The lack of funding for critical victim 
services to these survivors makes a strong negative statement that Black people in 
Iowa are not safe or valued. 

● The community deserves a fair appropriation for critical services that include, 
personal, medical and legal advocacy, research, court attendance, transportation to 
and from hearings, lodging during trials, funeral arrangement assistance, information 
and referrals, emotional support, family and individual counseling, and information 
on crime victim rights among others. 

● $2.5 million dollars should be appropriated for these important services immediately 
● The Black community has had to invest in providing these services and many hours 

of labor have been conducted on a voluntary basis. In the last 12 months, hundreds 
of hours and several sources of community funds have been utilized to provide 
services to the families of Breasia Teller, Abdi Shariff, Michael williams, Emmanuel 
Martin Nyariel, Majok Martin Nyariel and Zacharia Warsame among others who 
never made the news. Those funds were not nearly enough. 

● The Black community regularly conducts victim service work that goes unspoken, 
unrecognized and unpaid. The State has a responsibility to contribute to the work 
being done by the community for the community. Not doing so is negligence. 
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● BIPOC communities conducting victim services for their own communities have 
developed best practices in homicide and violent crime services. These best practices 
include strategies of prevention and intervention of homicides and violent crimes. The 
current victim services appropriation should expand with our understanding of best 
practices. 

● Paid staff working in Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault victim services are 
predominately white women. However Black women in Iowa also do victim services 
work in their communities. It is unfair that the labor of Black women is ignored when 
the labor of white women is paid. The State currently contributes to this dynamic by 
appropriating $5 million for domestic violence and sexual assault and zero dollars for 
homicide and violent crime. 

● Victim Services work is a critical part of criminal justice reform. Victims of crime and 
the advocates who serve them have the personal experiences that define the gaps, 
barriers and inconsistencies. You cannot reform a system until you know what’s 
wrong with it. Survivors hold the key to that information. 

● Criminal Justice reform when done correctly will not only create safer communities 
but economically sound ones as well. The investment on the front end will save 
money on the back end by saving the lives of community members. 
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